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When your data is
too important to lose
and too critical to be
tampered with.
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UnityTM is the first and only Hyper-Unified Storage
Hyper-Unified Storage starts - as other Unified Storage - with support for advanced
block and file workloads and then adds the rich capabilities modern IT teams
demand and their users require so they can access information anywhere they need
it. For organizations facing extreme data growth or needing greater application
performance, Unity scales from 6TB up to nearly 5PB.
Hybrid and All-Flash Configurations
Unity can be configured with either hybrid or all-flash configurations to deliver the
performance you need by utilizing FASTierTM to blend solid-state memory including
DRAM and SSD to optimize block and file operations into a fault-tolerant
architecture. All-flash configurations optimized to get the most out of the flash
SSDs while providing the performation to meet your most demanding applications.

GROUNDBREAKING INTEGRATION
Nexsan Unity’s fully integrated private cloud is intelligent, patented software that
enhances our enterprise-class unified storage Enterprise File Sync & Share
(EFSS), Mobile Access, Multi-site Sync, and a secure active archive client in a
simple to manage and cost-efficient system. The secure active archive client
delivers the seamless intgration into the Unity Active Archive which can be added to
Unity to provide a comprehensive data protection feature-set which ensures the
availability and integrity of all files.

Unity Active Archive
Unity Active Archive is ideal for any organization that needs to implement long-term
archiving, regulatory and corporate compliance or add protection against data loss
that could come from ransomware attacks, silent data corruption, or human error.
Unity Active Archive is an optional system built to work seamlessly with Unity so
users won’t change how they access data and it will still be easily available.
Security and Compliance in the Modern Enterprise
Nexsan’s Unity with Unity Active Archive delivers groundbreaking patented technology
to protect your organization’s data while still meeting the user’s increasing demands for
easy data access so they can work anywhere, anytime and from any device. Too often
employees neglect the corporate policies and use public cloud services or email to
share sensitive or regulatory information, putting the company at risk.

REGULATORY AND CORPORATE COMPLIANCE
Unity Active Archive makes it easy for organizations to adhere to internal guidelines
or governmental regulations by exceeding requirements for data integrity,
protection, privacy, security, longevity and availability with full audit trails.
Unity Active Archive is proven to comply with governmental regulatory requirements
including HIPAA, GLBA, Sarbanes-Oxley, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (FRCP),
SEC 17A-4, Chain of Custody and PCI DSS.
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POLICY-BASED ARCHIVING
Unity Active Archive enables IT administrators to centrally manage and enforce policies for each type of unstructured data in your
organization. Once the policies are set, Unity Active Archive manages and protects your unstructured data with its fully-automated
processes for archiving, data integrity protection, multi-site replication and primary storage offload. Just set it and forget it.

PROTECT AGAINST ATTACKS
Unity Active Archive’s built-in resistance to file tampering or destruction gives you real-world protection against ransomware attacks.
Your anti-malware products are not infallible so you need a second line of defense. Active Archive provides protection against
unauthorized or accidental changes or deletions of your files by people, viruses or ransomware. If ransomware or other attacks do get
past your defenses, files that have been protected in Unity Active Archive will be protected and will remain safely untouched. High
speed restore of file shortcuts allows recovery to a point prior to the ransomware attack, and takes only minutes.
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Nexsan is a global leader in storage, back up and data management solutions that are focused on seamlessly
and securely enabling a connected workforce. Its broad solution portfolio empowers enterprises to securely
store, protect and manage valuable business data – allowing users to sync, share and access files from any
device, anywhere, anytime. www.nexsan.com
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